Abstract. Representational State Transfer (REST) as an architectural style for service design has seen substantial uptake in the past years. However, some areas such as Business Process Modeling (BPM) and push services so far have not been addressed in the context of REST principles. In this work, we look at how both BPM and push can be combined so that business processes can be modeled and observed in a RESTful way. Based on this approach, clients can subscribe to be notified when certain states in a business process are reached. Our goal is to design an architecture that brings REST's claims of loose coupling and good scalability to the area of BPM, and still allow process-driven composition and interaction between resources to be modeled.
Introduction
Whereas business processes provide a highly suitable abstraction [19] to model the state of the resources published by RESTful Web Services [25] , the problem of dealing with the need of notifying clients that a process has completed remains open. More generally speaking, resources backed by a business process can evolve their state independently and as a consequence, a mechanism is required for clients to keep track of state changes triggered by intermediate progress reports or by the completion of the execution of the business process.
One of the main principles of the architectural style of Representational State Transfer (REST [8] ) is that it is a client/server architectural style, where clients initiate interactions and then interact with resources which are made accessible by servers. The main principles of REST prescribe that resources should be identified in a unified way, that interactions with these resources should be done through a uniform interface, and that interactions are stateless and make use of self-describing messages. Since clients are always the ones initiating interactions (by following links to resources they discovered in previous interactions), resource state changes remain invisible to clients until they interact with the updated resources. Increasingly, use cases emerge (e.g., [11, 3, 4] ) where a reversal of this interaction pattern is desirable, so that clients can be made aware of the changes in resource state as they occur. Traditional Web-style interactions are often described as pull (the clients pulling resource state from the server), and thus the complementary functionality is often described as push, where resource state changes are pushed to a client.
In this paper, we take a look at the problem of how to combine Business Process Modeling (BPM) with REST. The goal is to design an architecture for RESTful business process management featuring push notification of task and process instance state changes. To do so, we propose to use the Atom feed format as a standard representation of process instance execution logs so that clients can subscribe to process instances and tasks published as resources and be notified when these complete their execution. To ensure a timely propagation of notifications, we discuss different alternative optimizations such as the emerging PubSubHubbub (PuSH [9] ) and WebSocket [14] protocols.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe how processes can be published as resources. We use an example (Section 3) to motivate the need for supporting push notification of process state changes. In the following Section 4, we discuss and compare several approaches to achieve push notifications in the context of the REST architectural style. Section 5 describes the architecture of a push-enabled process execution engine. Related Work is presented in Section 6 before we conclude in Section 7.
RESTful Business Processes
For the purposes of this paper, we minimize the assumptions on the meta-model used to capture an executable representation of a business process. Our approach is compatible with most existing standards (e.g., BPEL [15] , BPMN [18, 23] ) but does not require full compliance with the actual notations. In this section we describe how the REST constraints of resource addressability, multiple negotiable representations of resources and resource access through a uniform interface can be mapped to the domain of business process management.
Publishing processes as resources
We assume that a process can be broken down as a set of discrete tasks, which are linked by some kind of structured or unstructured set of dependencies (e.g., control and data flow) [6] . Both processes and tasks can be published as resources, and thus should be addressable with a URI. At runtime, processes can be instantiated for execution and typically multiple process instances of the same process are executed at the same time. Each process instance is also a resource and should be identified by its own URI. The state of the execution of a process instance can be defined as the union of the state of the execution of its tasks, which can also be seen as sub-resources of the process instance resource.
To identify the resources, we propose the following URI templates [10] :
The structure of the URI templates helps to highlight the containment and instance-of relationships between processes, their instances and the tasks belonging to them. In particular, we are interested in identifying task as resources only in the context of specific process instances, since we are interested in interacting with tasks at run time, during the execution of the corresponding process instance, and we are only interested in manipulating design-time process artifacts (i.e., process template descriptions) as a whole.
Following the hypermedia constraint, a client may make use of these relationships to discover the available processes, and retrieve links to the corresponding instances. Each resource instance can be manipulated as a whole, or it can provide links back to clients so that they can interact with its tasks.
Process representations
Fetching each resource returns a snapshot of its current state represented using different media types. Different clients may be interested on a different projection over the state of a process resource and thus may use standard content-type negotiation techniques to retrieve a suitable view in the most convenient format. Table 1 lists some examples of possible media types and gives a short description of the information that should be part of the corresponding representation. Web page with a form to interact with the task (if it is active) or with a summary of the outcome of its execution (if the task is complete) application/json Task instance data: process name, task name, responsible user/role, start/end timestamp, input/output data parameters application/atom+xml An Atom feed listing all state transitions of a task as entries
Uniform interface
The manipulation of process resources happens through their uniform interface, which consists of the GET, PUT, DELETE, and POST methods for resources accessed using the HTTP protocol. Table 2 outlines the semantics of all methods applied to each resource.
Clients interact with the processes deployed for execution. For example, PUT /{process} deploys a process model and publishes it under a given identifier. Conversely, DELETE /{process} will undeploy a process and render its identifier void. This will also cause all instances of the process to be removed. Thus, the method should only be allowed when there are no active instances of the particular process left in the system.
The /{process} resource also acts as a "resource factory" [1] as it allows clients to initiate the execution of new process instances by sending POST requests to it. The request can be serviced in two ways: blocking or non-blocking. In the first case, the client will wait until the execution of the entire process has completed and will receive a response which contains the output (or the reply) of the process. For long-running processes, it may be more convenient to respond immediately with an identifier of the newly started process instance (e.g., (/{process}/{instance})).
Whereas the first (blocking) approach can be seen as a convenient way for letting clients perform an RPC-based invocation of processes, we argue that only the second non-blocking solution correctly publishes the process instance as a resource, by providing clients with a link to its URI (which may be shared among multiple clients that are interested to interact with the process instance and its tasks). The clients may then use such identifier to retrieve the result of the process once it completes its execution, or the clients may be informed of the outcome of the process execution with one of the notification mechanisms that we will discuss in the following Sections.
A client can obtain a global view over a running process instance by GETting its representation, which -depending on the chosen media type -it may contain links to the individual tasks. A client may be interested in only listing all active tasks of a process instance, as opposed to retrieving links to all tasks and then having to poll each task to determine its state. Likewise, a client may be interested in getting notified when the set of active tasks changes, as it may be waiting for one particular task to become ready for execution.
Once a task URI has been retrieved, a client may perform a GET request on it to read task-specific information (e.g., its state, its input/output parameter values) or a PUT request to change the state of a task and set the value of its output parameters. Clients are not allowed either to POST or DELETE individual task resources. Once all tasks have completed their execution, their final state remains associated with the corresponding resources until a DELETE /{process}/{instance} request is performed. Only then, all information associated with all tasks of a process instance is removed. 
Example
We use the classical loan approval process to illustrate how a business process model can be REST-ified and to motivate the need for supporting push notification of its state changes. The process is identified by the /loan URI, and two of its tasks (called choose and approve, marked in black in Figure 1 ) are published as resources. The other tasks are not visible from clients but carry out important back-end activities, such as checking the validity of incoming loan applications, contacting different banks for the latest rates as well as confirming the loan, if an offer has been chosen by the customer and approved by management. The customer application client retrieves the form describing the information required to start the process (e.g., the amount) with a GET /loan request. This is followed by a POST /loan request which transfers the filled-out form and uses the information to start running a new process instance, whose URI (x) is returned to the client as a hyperlink. The process starts running its tasks, which are validating the client request and gathering the necessary information for making an offer to the client. This may be a time-consuming process, during this time the client may check its progress at anytime by polling the state of the newly started process instance with a GET /loan/x request. Eventually the choice task becomes ready for execution and the client will be directed to it with a link (event 1). The client then retrieves the state of the task, which amounts to a set of possible options and a form used to express the client choice. The form can be submitted with a POST /loan/x/choose request, which will also complete the corresponding task.
The manager application client monitors all ongoing loan applications in the system by periodically issuing GET /loan requests. These return a set of URIs to the corresponding process instances (which could be serialized as a feed). In our particular example, the manager follows the link to instance /loan/x and watches it until it reaches the task for which his approval is required. To inspect the state of the application he first retrieves the task instance with GET /loan/x/approve, then he submits his approval with the corresponding PUT /loan/x/approve request, which will complete the execution of the approve task and trigger the confirmation of the loan with the chosen bank in the backend.
There are three points during these interactions where the clients are waiting for the process to reach a certain state. The customer wants to retrieve an offer and make his choice (event 1 in Figure 2 ), the manager needs to see which application was started (event 2) and which offers have been accepted by customers and require his approval (event 3). In the following Section we will discuss which are the options to avoid having the client application periodically poll the process resources in order to detect that the corresponding event has occurred during the execution of the process.
RESTful Push Interactions
In the context of the client/server style used by REST, push interactions reverse the roles between clients and servers. Thus, clients need to be identifiable, reachable and accessible, so that servers can push state changes of their resources back to them. In the context of the push micro-interaction, clients effectively become servers, and the servers become clients (they initiate interactions once a resource has changed state, and notify those listeners who are interested in these state changes). This reversal in roles can be confusing, and thus we keep the original client/server macro-roles as the ones signifying that the servers are the ones providing access to the resources and managing the identification space of resources, whereas clients are the ones interested in receiving notifications about resource state changes in order to build applications based on these resources.
One excellent example illustrating this micro vs. macro view is a prototype of a push-oriented protocol that has been developed by Google under the name of PubSubHubbub (PuSH) [9] . PuSH is based on Atom feeds and allows clients to be notified of feed updates immediately. Traditionally, feeds are a RESTful pulloriented architecture, and clients need to repeatedly pull feeds to become aware of updates. PuSH introduces an intermediate layer of reverse interactions where clients subscribe to a feed by registering a callback at a so-called hub. The hub then notifies all registered clients of feed updates by initiating HTTP interactions with the callbacks once a feed has been updated. While the notification path reverses the traditional interaction pattern (the client must have a HTTP server running at the callback URI, and the hub then sends the update in an HTTP request), the higher-level interaction still is client/server, because the identified resource is the feed or the updated entry, and the underlying reversal of the interaction is simply an optimization that allows clients to be notified faster than they could be by implementing an interval-based polling scheme.
It is interesting to note that in this scenario, the overall REST architecture is not changed in any way. On the macro level, the main resources are feeds and feed entries and the overall goal is to make sure that clients are aware of resource state changes. On the micro level, a new set of identifiers has been introduced which are the callback URIs that have to be managed by the hubs, and on that micro level, the interaction pattern is reversed. But this is merely an optimization to allow clients to be more efficiently notified, and essentially, this shifts the burden of fast updates from clients (which would have to do frequent polling otherwise) to hubs (which now have to manage potentially large sets of callback identifiers). In both scenarios, it is possible to use intermediaries, with the difference that in the pull scenario they are independent of the specific scenario and simply work because REST and specifically HTTP are designed to take advantage of intermediaries improving the effectiveness of HTTP traffic. In the push scenario, PuSH allows hubs to be chained and thus can also provide some support for scalability, but since interactions are reversed, network traffic cannot be as effectively handled in intermediaries close to the managed resource.
So far, Web architecture itself has not been updated in a way that provides general support for push-oriented communication patterns. In some scenarios, HTTP has been stretched to support push communications, and those scenarios are described in Section 4.1, along with the ongoing efforts of HTML5 to improve browsers as a general-purpose application platform. Apart from Web architecture itself, there also are numerous dedicated push frameworks available on a variety of platforms, and those are described briefly in Section 4.2. The main purpose of these sections is to describe the status quo, and to make the point that for a perfectly RESTful way of push-enabling business processes, there currently is no good alternative provided by Web architecture itself, and thus in the short term it is necessary to adopt some intermediary solution, whereas the long term goal should be to enhance Web architecture in a way that push-oriented interactions are supported as well.
Using HTTP
On the current Web, the only widely supported protocol is HTTP, and the roles of servers and clients are fixed, servers are managing resources, and clients are initiating interactions by sending HTTP requests. This pattern serves most applications well, because it is very good for implementing scalable pull. However, for applications requiring more immediate notifications of server-side events, some workarounds have become popular that are often summarized under the label of HTTP long polling [17] . The idea of this approach is that the client sends a request, but that the request remains pending for a long time, and that the server only sends a response when an event has occurred. This pattern thus emulates push by initiating a pull interaction, and then using the response to push the notification back.
There are several disadvantages of this approach. Some are caused by the fact that long-lived HTTP interactions are not very robust (depending on the underlying network infrastructure) because they are using long-lived TCP connections, and those are sometimes terminated by network components for management or security reasons. Another disadvantage is that this requires the server to manage a large number of open connections, thus breaking the REST statelessness constraint. For a server to be able to support many open connections, it often takes considerable low-level tweaking of the system to make sure that the server will not run out of system resources. The problems with long polling become particularly pronounced when the events occur infrequently (such as in the business process management domain) and thus the connections are kept open for an extended period of time without any actual communication over them. It is clear that long polling is not an elegant or well-designed solution to the goal of implementing push, but under certain circumstances it works well enough and is actually used in many Web applications.
As the most recent major development in the area of Web technologies, HTML5 [12] does add some aspects that are somehow related to push services. Server-Sent Events [13] add an API that allows a client to expose server-sent events as events in the popular DOM API model. However, the specification only defines the API that should be exposed via DOM, and makes no assumptions about how the events have been transported to the client. Thus, while this specification provides an interesting API to expose push notifications on the client, it does not help with the actual delivery of them across the network. The second push-related HTML5 technology are Web Sockets [14] , which defines a TCP-like bidirectional connection between a client and a server. While this mechanism can be used for push notifications, it is not limited to them or optimized for them, and mostly can be seen as an attempt to replace HTTP long polling. When used for push, Web sockets have the same limitations as HTTP long polling, meaning that they are resource-intensive on the server side, and as ineffective for infrequent notifications. Furthermore, they may not work reliably in resource-constrained environments, in particular in mobile client settings.
Dedicated Push Frameworks
The absence of well-designed methods for Web applications to implement push patterns has not gone unnoticed. One popular example of an attempt to solve the problem is PubSubHubbub (PuSH), a protocol that allows the interaction patterns of feeds to be reversed. Instead of polling for updates, clients subscribe to a hub, and feed updates are pushed to them. This is done by the hubs sending HTTP requests to the registered callback URI of the client, which means that the client must be able to run an HTTP server, and that the underlying network allows this reverse connection initiation to happen. PuSH standardizes the data delivery, but does not provide a model for managing subscriptions. Approaches such as Feed Subscription Management (FSM) [27] could be used to address this limitation.
There also are specific push-oriented protocols such as the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [26] , which has been developed mostly in an attempt to have a standardized protocol for Instant Messaging (IM). While IM protocols do cover the use case of delivering notifications to clients in a general and scalable way, they often have the disadvantage of adding a lot of additional functionality specific for the IM use case that is not required for simple push notifications [24] . Furthermore, establishing a new protocol as part of Web architecture that is exclusively used for implementing push notifications seems to be a decision that might not be as reasonable as reusing the request/response capabilities of the universally supported HTTP and repurposing them.
While we do not have the space to explore platform-specific push protocols and services such as Apple Push Notifications (APN) or Android's Cloud to Device Messaging (C2DM), it is interesting to note that all relevant mobile platforms have developed their own flavor of push notifications, and that these have sometimes very different properties. C2DM for example is a very simple service with a best effort implementation and no delivery confirmation notification. BlackBerry's push service, on the other hand, has different Quality-of-Service classes, and in the highest class, delivery notifications are supported. This is of course considerably more expensive in terms of implementing such a service, but on the other hand may be a requirement that some applications have and either can get as part of a platform service, or they have to layer it on top of a more simple service by adding a more sophisticated "transport layer" themselves.
In summary, even if some attempts (e.g., the Juggernaut Ruby on Rails plugin is a notable example) have been made to provide some degree of transparency, the current landscape of push support for Web applications is incomplete and fragmented. Developers either have to use the suboptimal method of HTTP long polling, or, when communicating with mobile clients, need to work with possibly a variety of platform-specific notification services that require a lot of integration work if multiple platforms need to be supported. We thus believe that the Web should provide a method for push notifications, so that Web-oriented applications have a single and reliable way of implementing push interaction patterns across the widest possible selection of resources and consuming clients.
Architecture
Our solution for push-enabling RESTful business process management systems is based on representing process resources as feeds and then using one of the previously discussed mechanisms to notify clients of changes to the process feed.
Representing Process Resources as Feeds
We propose to use the Atom standard media type as a suitable XML-based representation of process instances, since -for the purposes of monitoring and tracking their state -they can be seen as a collection of tasks.
As shown in Figure 3 , the standard feed meta-data (such as the title, author, id, and updated timestamp) can be easily mapped to the meta-data used to describe process instances. For example, the updated timestamp can be computed based on the time associated with the latest event (i.e., state change) of a process instance. Links can be provided back to the process instance itself (with the self relation) and also to the process from which the instance was instantiated (with the template relation). Each feed entry represents a (public) task of the process instance. Again, the updated timestamp marks the time of the most recent change of the state of the task (which for tasks that are still waiting to become active it is equivalent to the instantiation time of the process). Links to the individual task resources can be added so that a more detailed view of the task can be obtained in addition to what is found in the summary text, which could be used to store a textual description of the current state of the task.
A similar mapping can be provided for the whole collection of process instances for a given template, which can be also represented as a feed. We also suggest to use the feed format to represent the history of a task execution, so that it is possible to use a standard representation to log and monitor all state changes of a task instance.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom"> <title>Loan Approval Process</title> <subtitle>Instance x</subtitle> <link href="http://rest.jopera.org/loan/x" rel="self" /> <link href="http://rest.jopera.org/loan" rel="template" /> <link href="http://pubsubhubbub.appspot.com/" rel="hub" /> <id>http://rest.jopera.org/loan/x</id> <updated>2011-06-10T11:11:30Z</updated> <author><name>Cesare Pautasso</name><email>cp@jopera.org</email></author> <entry> <title>Choose Task (Ready)</title> <link href="http://rest.jopera.org/loan/x/choose" /> <id>http://rest.jopera.org/loan/x/choose</id> <updated>2011-06-10T11:12:20Z</updated> <summary>State: ready</summary> </entry> <entry> <title>Approve Task (Waiting)</title> <link href="http://rest.jopera.org/loan/x/approve" /> <id>http://rest.jopera.org/loan/x/approve</id> <updated>2011-06-10T11:11:30Z</updated> <summary>State: waiting</summary> </entry> </feed> 
Push-Enabled RESTful Process Execution Engine
As part of the JOpera [21] project, we have built a RESTful business process execution engine. In this section we focus on how the architecture of the system has been extended to support push notifications.
The layered architecture shown in Figure 4 augments the process engine kernel (which executed the process template code and manages the state of the corresponding process instances) with a REST layer, whose purpose is to publish processes as resources. To do so, it uses a Web server (such as Jetty) that supports both the HTTP and WebSockets protocols to handle synchronous client requests and asynchronous notifications. For the first kind of synchronous requests (such as retrieving the current state of a process instance), the REST layer maps the RESTful Web Service API specified in Section 2 to the internal API of the process engine. To do so, the request and response payloads are processed by a set of media type parsers and renderers which share the responsability of turning the internal representations of the engine into the standard, externally visible formats (e.g., JSON, Atom, HTML) used to interact with the clients. These requests can be exchanged directly between a client and the server or go through an intermediary cache.
Concerning asynchronous notifications, we have experimented with some of the different mechanisms described in Section 4. Internally, the JOpera engine provides a call-back mechanism, which supports the dynamic installation of listeners which can intercept any state change of process and task instances. Thus, the REST layer can efficiently observe the behavior of the processes and propagate such state changes to interested clients using WebSockets and PuSH. Clients supporting the WebSocket protocol can open a connection using the ws:/process/instance URI, so that they can receive a message from the corresponding resource whenever its state changes. For simplicity, the message on the WebSocket is only used to indicate that an event has occurred and identify the affected resource. A client receiving it is expected to issue a basic GET HTTP request on the corresponding resource URIs to refresh its view on the current state of the resource. This way, all the existing mechanisms for caching, content-type negotiation and access control can be reused.
For clients supporting callbacks with PubSubHubbub, the feeds returned by the engine also contain a link relation 'hub' pointing them to where they can subscribe to receive notifications. Whenever a state change of a process instance occurs, the REST layer is notified by the engine and will ping the hub to inform it that the corresponding feed has changed. The hub will thus proceed to refresh the feed and efficiently call back all its subscribers.
Clients that neither support callbacks or WebSocket connections can still rely on HTTP long polling techniques. In our implementation we use a specific query parameter to specify whether a GET /process/instance?notify= [stream|next] request should be immediately answered with a snapshot of the current state (if the notify query parameter is missing), or the connection should block until some event occurs (notify query parameter is present). In this case we support two kinds of replies. With notify=next the response payload contains a snapshot of the updated resource state and the HTTP connection is terminated once the transfer is complete. With notify=stream the HTTP connection remains open so that multiple events can be notified. This second variant works well in conjunction with browsers that support the execution of JSONP callbacks, which are written to the open HTTP response to indicate and identify the event.
Related Work
Generally speaking, extending REST with push capabilities can considered similar to the Asynchronous REST (A+REST) style proposed in ARRESTED [16] . However, while in that work the authors propose broadcast notifications, it is more realistic to assume that notifications are not being broadcast, but instead are sent using a publish/subscribe pattern or using multicast mechanisms [7] . From the REST perspective, the main point is that push has to built around the identification constraint, meaning that RESTful push needs to built around the idea that it is possible to get push notifications about updated resources. PuSH's approach of using feeds may be a very good starting point, because by using feeds it becomes possible not to simply subscribe to a resource, but to subscribe to a collection, and any changes to that collection will result in changes to the collection URI resource (the feed), as also discussed in [20] in the context of semantically annotated resources. Complementary to PuSH, a survey which includes a performance evaluation of different AJAX push and pull techniques can be found in [2] .
The concept of using a business process modeling language to control the state of resources was first proposed in [19] . The idea of a RESTful Web service API to access the state of workflow instances has been also described in [28] , where an ad-hoc solution based on client callback URIs was proposed to deal with the problem of push notifications. The feature of hypermedia-based discovery of the active tasks of a workflow was also featured in the Bite [5] project. In our architecture we introduce a more general design based on hierarchically nested feeds. As opposed to our previous work on the BPEL for REST [22] and BPMN for REST [23] extensions, in this paper we propose an orthogonal approach to publish processes as resources which does not require to add any language features beyond the ability to control which tasks should be published as resources.
In this paper we have shown how to use different push techniques to solve an important problem that occurs when publishing business processes as resources. We have presented the design of a RESTful Web Service API for a business process execution engine and motivated with an example the pressing need for clients to be notified when the process execution reaches a certain task. By publishing individual process instances as resources and by giving them a unique identifier it becomes possible to support interactions that make use the uniform interface. By projecting part of the state of a process instance over a standard feed representation, it becomes possible for clients to subscribe to it and use optimizations such as the PubSubHubbub protocol to scale the corresponding delivery of notification callbacks. Without a feed or a similar construct, it becomes considerably harder to build push architectures, because of a lack of a collection construct (identified by a URI) and the individual items in that collection (also identified by URI). Pushing updates from the collection URI allows servers to notify clients of new resources (by adding hyperlinks to the push notifications), which allows REST's statelessness, global addressability and uniform interface constraints to be satisfied even in this scenario of a reverse interactions.
In future work we plan to further extend the system architecture with XMPP support and perform a scalability and performance evaluation to study the impact of the new REST layer on the performance of the business process engine and to compare the different alternative push mechanisms included in the architecture proposed in this paper. It will also be interesting to explore the design tradeoffs in the context of mobile clients, due to the emerging need to efficiently interact with a running business process from a mobile client.
